Assemly of canvas stretcher - instruction
1. After unpacking, check the contents of the package. The complete consignment should include:
a) Assembly instructions,
b) Wood-glue,
c) The canvas with the picture you selected,
d) 4 Wooden strips for the canvas stretcher,
e) 4 Corner reinforcements (triangles)
f) Depending on the needs and the size of the image (0 to 3 spacers) for reinforcing of the inner canvas stretcher,
g) Narrow slats for fixing the canvas to the canvas stretcher,
h) Silicon paper.

2. Place the individual elements of the canvas stretcher with the groove facing upwards and
start with the as assembly of the frame.

3. Apply the wood glue to one of the elements and combine it carefully with a second element.

4. After gluing the entire stretcher apply glue to the small wooden triangles which will be
placed in the corners of the canvas stretcher for additional reinforcement.

5. Place the canvas stretcher on a flat surface and leave the glue to dry for about 30 minutes

6. After the canvas stretcher is dry we are going to insert the additional support into
the canvas stretcher,apply glue to the shorter sides and push them into the inner
groove in such a way that the spacers will be located in the middle of the canvas stretcher.
In the case of using two spacers first paste the short and then long support, and where they cross,
apply glue between the supporters. Wait for about 30 minutes for the glue to dry.

7. The printed canvas we spread on a flat clean surface with the graphics downwards (as a base
use the silicone paper which is supplied). Then take the glued canvas stretcher and put
it on the canvas in the center.

8. Wrap the cloth around the edges until it covers the slot brackets on the canvas stretcher and use
the element supplied for fixing and pushing the canvas into the slots.

9. First we place one bracket (strains) in the center of all canvas stretcher lengths for support.

10. After that, we fill the rest of the strips with the brackets leaving some free space at the corners.

11. In order to trim the corners of the canvas cut them along the break that occurs
on the frame and then follow these images.
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If you have difficulty inserting the fasteners (slats), you can use a hammer. During the process
of tightening and trimming of the corners canvas stretcher may develop cracks in the point
of attachment, which is a natural phenomenon and has no effect on the final result.

